What about independence of thought, one might ask, and what are the reasons behind this double standard of thinking and behavior? The shortest way to answer is to call to mind the distinction between the state and civil society and to understand that the latter has played a very small role in science in Russia in any era, imperial or soviet. This means that independent institutions of the scientific community, industry, philanthropy, mass media, and public opinion have provided too little support for science to secure that plurality of sources of authority that effectively substitutes for freedom. Only two authorities have been of permanent crucial importance to Russian science-the world scientific community and native political power. A successful Russian scientist has had to meet the standards of both these "reference groups," the first mainly through publications and individual contributions, the second mainly through public activity and administration. The interests and standards of the two authorities have often conflicted, and this makes Russian science an interesting, even ideal, subject for social history.
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Loren Graham has written a book on the social history of Russian science, the aim of which is to provide an introduction to the subject for a newcomer to it. I think it serves that stated purpose, discussing in a very simple way several key issues, personalities, and events. Instead of giving a chronological narrative, it consists of a collection of essays on general features of Russian science, with impressive and rich factual details given in an appendix. The book also reflects how little of the subject has been studied and how many questions and blank spots remain.
The nation's first important scientific institutions-the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences (1725), Moscow University (1755), and a larger network of universities (around 1805)-were oases of Westem science in an alien, still quite traditional society. They depended completely on the will of the central government to portray itself as a modem European power. The Academy, as a court institution, remained in isolation almost until the end of the imperial period. Universities established closer links with the ever more emancipated society in the first half of the 19th century. The demand for university education grew steadily; the academic career, however, was not attractive to the elite. Graham's biographical essays on Lomonosov, Lobachevsky, and Mendeleev present a picture of the Russian scholar as typically being of very modest and often provincial origins, studying with state financial support in one of the "two capitals" St. Petersburg or Moscow or abroad, and living a turbulent, if judged by the standards of democracies, public life. In the absence of a well-developed native scientific community with its discipline, persons like Lobachevsky and Mendeleev could more easily introduce original and radical ideas.
The situation changed in the second half of the century, especially after the capitalist reforms of the 1860s. Mass media created a cult of science and the public strongly demanded new centers of leaming, while the govemment tried to contain the spread of the political opposition that quickly took hold in the universities. A new generation of professors imported from Germany the idea that their task was not only teaching but doing research, and students and faculty struggled for autonomy. Although public Graham witnessed and reviews attempts at reforming Soviet science made during the Gorbachev era. The Academy proved to be very conservative, confirming its role as the state ministry, while rank-and-file scientists were vigorously demanding reforms, both in general politics and in science. The collapse of the Soviet political system did not lead to the collapse of the Academy, despite the harsh critique leveled at it. It changed its name, again becoming the Russian Academy of Sciences, but remained intact as a bureaucratic organization, although deprived of its former financial prosperity and public prestige. The reader may be interested in whether Russian science belongs only to history or whether some hope can be held for its future. Although the present crisis has produced a huge wave of pessimism, it is much 
